
Casement Window Limited Ventilation Control Arm
Installation Instructions

1. Open window to a 6" to 8" opening 
and slide the retaining clip away from the 
pivot pin.

Retaining Clip

2. Remove the lower hinge arm from the 
hinge pivot pin.
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3. Locate vent limiter and position in 
opening so tab is pointing up and 
towards the inside of the window unit.

4. Place the vent limiter over the hinge 
pivot pin as shown.
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5. Align vent limiter with the swivel arm 
and replace the swivel arm on the pivot 
pin. Slide the retaining clip in position to 
secure the arm on the pivot pin.

6. Using a screwdriver, apply an inward 
pressure against the vent limiter slot to swing 
and tuck the vent limiter against the hinge 
channel as the window is being closed.

The window will now only open to the limited 
vent position.
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WARNING!
¥ Do not install on windows intended for use as emergency exits. Limited Ventilation Control devise 
will hinder escape or rescue in an emergency.
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1. Open the window to the limited 
opening. Using a screwdriver, apply an 
outward pressure away from the operator 
on the vent limiter slot to swing the vent 
limiter outward or away from the hinge 
channel as the window is being closed to 
allow the vent control to by-pass the hinge 
shoe. 

2. The window may now be opened to the 
cleaning mode with the hinge shoe 
traversing to the stopper screw.
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Cleaning Mode for Casement Window 
Limited Ventilation Control Arm

To close to normal operation with 
limited opening,  close window to a 4" to 
6" opening. Using a screwdriver, apply an 
inward pressure against the vent limiter 
slot to swing and tuck the vent limiter 
against the hinge channel as the window 
is being closed.

The window will now only open to the 
limited vent position.
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